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Abstract 

The coupled-channels-optical method has been implemented using two differ
ent approximations to the optical potential. The half-on-shell optical potential 
involves drastic approximations for numerical feasibility but still gives a good 
semiquantitative description of the effect of uncoupled channels on electron scat
tering from hydrogen, helium and sodium. The distorted-wave optical potential 
makes no approximations other than the weak coupling approximation for un
coupled channels. In applications to hydrogen and sodium it shows promise of 
describing scattering phenomena excellently at all energies. 

Two ab initio theoretical methods are available for electron-atom scattering at 
all energies that take into account the whole space of target states. The R-matrix 
method1 is ideally adapted to low-energy phenomena, where much of the interest is in 
the energy dependence of cross sections. Above the ionization threshold the method 
must be modified by T-matrix averaging3. This has not yet been fully implemented. 
The purpose of the present work is to discuss the coupled-channels-optical (CCO) 
method 3, in which a set of channels (P space), including at least the ones of exper
imental interest, are explicitly treated by solving the corresponding set of coupled 
momentum-space integral equations. The coupling potential Vs for total spin 5 
contains the first-order potential for the projectile V; and a complex polarization 
term Ws accounting for all the remaining channels, projected by Q. The optical 
potential VJ,Q) is 
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V « > = V S + H £ » . (1) 

Scattering observables such as differential and total cross sections, asymmetries 
and electron impact coherence parameters for dipoie excitations depend on different 
bilinear combinations of T-matrix elements. The T matrix elements are directly 
calculated by solving the coupled Lippman-Schwinger equations 

(k,. | Ts | 0k 0 ) = (k,r | V™ | 0k„) 

+ £ Uq(k,t | K<9> | j , ) - — _ i - _ _ ( q j | Ts | Ok.), 

i € P. (2) 

Here the states of the target, whose Hamiltonian is Hr, are given by 

(eJ-HT)\j)=0. (3) 

In general they are expressed in terms of a configuration-interaction representation. 

The polarization potential is formally approximated by 

(k'i I W(

S

Q) I jk) = £ fd3q{k't I VS I * ( - ) ( q ) ) _ r - l _ T ^ ( * « - \ q ) I VS I jk) 

x{*<->(q' , < I ) |Vs |>k), (4) 

where •{ (q) is the full wave function (with ingoing spherical-wave boundary con
ditions) for electron scattering from the target in state | I) in the discrete part of 
Q space, denoted Q~, and 4^~*(q',q) is the full wave function for ionization. The 
amplitudes in the integrands of (4) describe exact amplitudes for exciting all the 
states of Q space, starting with each state of P space. They 'mist be approximated. 

The generic term we use for the approximations to the Q-space excitation ampli
tudes is the weak-coupling approximation. This assumes that each exact scattering 
wave function is the product of the relevant Q-space target eigenstate and a projectile 
distorted wave which represents the coupling to all other states of Q space. 

I *S_)(q)> =10 I x (r'(q)), (5«) 
l* ( - , (q' ,q))=lx ( - ) (q')) lx ( - ) (q))- (&*) 
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The weak-coupling optical potential has been implemented in two ways. 

The half on shell optica] potential4 makes some rather drastic approximations 
for computational simplicity. The basic approximation is a rather good one 

l*i_)(q))=K>lq), (6«) 
l* ( - , (q' ,q))=l^ , - ) (q<)) |q>) . (66) 

Discrete excitations of Q-space are represented by the Born approximation. Contin
uum excitations are treated symmetrically with the important three-body correlation 
that the faster electron is represented by a plane wave, the slower by a Coulomb wave 
orthogonalized to the active P space orbital in the same amplitude. Because of the 
computing times involved in the multidimensional integration? of (4) it is necessary 
to compute a function Ut'Pf{K) of one variable, defined by an angular momentum 
projection. 

K = k - k\ (7) 

<k', | W{

S

Q) |jk)= J2 tt'cftimVv.t.t(K)Yt..m..{K), (8) 
l"m" 

where (m, I'm' are the orbital angular momentum quantum numbers of the active 
electron in the states ij respectively. It is necessary also to use the equivalent local 
approximation for exchange amplitudes and to make the half-on shell approximation 

\k2 = E-t». (9) 

This approximation is the one we have used mainly up to now for targets other 
than hydrogen. The first application, however, will be to the resonances in electron-
hydroger. scattering below the ionization threshold, where the polarization potential 
is real. The CCO method has been adapted to energy variation5 by using the same 
quadrature points for the integral equation (2) over an energy range and computing 
the slowly-varying optical potential at the mid point of the range. The calculation 
uses six channels (n=1,2,3) in P space and only the continuum in Q space. Only 
amplitudes with at least one on-shell momentum need to be computed at each energy 
point of the range. Figure 1 shows the energy distribution for the elastic channel at 
90°. The calculated differential cross section (full curve) is folded (broken curve) 
with the experimental resolution function (AE = 0.02eV). The energy range shown 
actually contains the resonances listed in Table I. Energies and widths have been 
found by fitting the Breit-Wigner form with a linear background to the partial cross 
sections over the energy range. 
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Figure 1. Elastic scattering of electrons on hydrogen at 90°. The curves are de
scribed in the text. The experiment is due to Williams4. 

Table I. Resonances in electron-hydrogen elastic scattering calculated by the half-
on-shell CCO method. 

state energy (eV) width (eV) 

«P 
3p 

'D 

3 D 

9.557 
10.178 
10.184 

9.769 
10.189 
10.123 
10.198 

9.608 

4.9 xlO" 2 

l . l x lO" 3 

6.6 xlO" 4 

8.9x10-' 
3.2x10-* 
7.3xl0" 3 

6.1xl0" 4 

4.6xl0~ 3 
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Figure 2 shows the application of the half-cm-shell optical potential to the n=l 
and 2 singlet states of helium at 50 and 80eV. The 2'P differential cross section is 
compared with an uncoupled (first order many body theory) calculation7. The 1,2'S 
and 2 1 P differential cross sections are quite well described as are the main trends 
in the electron-impact coherence parameters Lj_, 7 and Pt for the 2'P excitation. 
Excitation of triplet states is not well described, probably because of the equivalent 
local approximation to the exchange amplitudes in the optical potential, which are 
solely responsible for higher-channel effects in these cases. In the present calculation a 
10-channel P space is used with target states calculated in an 11-orbital configuration-
interaction representation. Q space is only the ionization continuum. 

• . 1 • * 1 - 4 1 1 > i—1 1 • 
ScaMmf wift* I4tfrw»> 

Figure 2. Observables for electron scattering on helium. Experimental data on 
differential cross sections are taken from the following sources. Crosses: 1' S Register 
et al.*, 2*8, 2'P Cartwright et a/.9, EICP's McAdams ei al.10. Open circles: 2'S, 
2'P Opal and Beaty". Filled circles: Steph and Golden1 3. Plus signs: Eminyan et 
al.13. Triangles: Hollywood et al.1*. Diamonds: Slevin et al.li. Squares: Beijers et 
a/.1'. Error bars for EICP's are given by Andersen et alV. The long-dashed curve 
is the FOMBT calculation of Cartwright et al.7. 
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The application of the half-on-shell CCO model to sodium is very successful at 
all measured energies'*. Here we give only the case of 20eV in the 3s channel, where 
there are experime.ital data for most observables in t lie 3s and 3p channels. Figure 
3 shows that inclusion of the continuum in an 8 channel calculation (8CCO) gives 
considerable improvement over the 4- and 8-chaiineI calculations with no polarization 
potential (4CCO, 8CCO). The 8CC0 model represents differential cross sections and 
Li quite well, but the measurement that is very sensitive to the calculation is the 
asymmetry where the wrong sign is obtained in the 3p case without the continuum. 
The 4CC P space consists of 3s, 3p, 4s, 3d. The 8CC and 8CC0 cases add 5s, 4p, 
5p, 4d channels. 

Scattering angle (degrees) 

Figure 3. Observables for electron scattering on sodium. Relative experimental 
data for differential cross sections are due to Lorentz and Miller19 (points selected for 
plotting). Asymmetry data are due to McClelland et al.20. Curves are full: 8CC0, 
long dashed: 8CC, short dashed: 4CC. 

The distorted-wave polarization potential 2 1 is much more accurate than the half-
on-shell model, although it has not been possible fully to implement the correlation 
in which the slow continuum electron is always represented by the full one-electron 
continuum function calculated in the frozen-core Hartree-Fock approximation. In 
this approximation the distorted wave \ t (q) in equation (5a) is calculated in the 
potential of the target in state I. The approximation for discrete states in Q space 
(Q~ space) is internally consistent in the sense that the same results are obtained 
irrespective of whether a state is included in P or Q~ spaces. For the continuum the 
target electron is represented by e full one-electron continuum function, the projectile 
by a plane wave orthogonalized to P space. The corresponding Green's function 
is symmetrized and the projection operators are symmetric in the two continuum 
electrons. No other approximations are made. Amplitudes are calculated in partial-
wave expansions with full numerical convergence. 
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Differential cross sections for the n=l and 2 channels of hydrogen and the n=3 
channels of sodium compare excellently with experiment at energies ranging from zero 
to several hundred eV 2 2 . Figs. 4 and 5 show the hydrogen 2p angular correlation 
parameters A and A for a range of energies. There are still discrepancies between 
the full CCO calculation (full curves) and experiment at larger angles. Here P-space 
consists of 6 channels (n=l,2,3). Comparison with the 6CC calculation (long-dashed 
curves) shows that inclusion of Q space moves the curves in the right direction. 
The results of the other fully-microscopic method, the intermediate-energy fl-matrix 
method (short-dashed curves) are shown for comparison. 

» *o M a> too IJO ito i«o too 20 40 40 M 100 120 1*0 M0 100 

scattering angle (deg) 
Figure 4. The angular correlation parameter \if for hydrogen. Curves are described 
in the text. Experimental data are represented by squares: Williams23, circles: Hood 
tt o/. 2 4, diamonds: Slevin ft a/.2 5, triangles: Slevin et a/2*, crosses: Weigold r.t a/.27. 
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Figure 5. The angular correlation parameter R7, for hydrogen. Details are the 
same as for Figure 4. 

We may summarize the half-on-shell CCO calculation by observing that it gives a 
good semiquantitative description of experimental data for electron scattering Differ 
ential cross sections and EICP's are relatively insensitive to details of the calculation 
but asymmetries provide a tough test. The distorted-wave polarization potential in 
the CCO calculation gives excellent agreement with experiment for cross sections at 
all energies in the two case* for which it has so far been tried, hydrogen and sodium 
Agreement with experiment is more difficult to get for EICP's, but the model provides 
the beat overall description of the 2p channel. 
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